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women and outfit selections...
372 upvotes | September 1, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/women-and-outfit-selections.344369
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/cydgh0/women_and_outfit_selections/
https://i.redd.it/0hr76iswx0k31.png
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Allegedly "Christian woman" wants to be spoiled by a sugar
daddy, but without having to put out.
1 upvotes | September 30, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/allegedly-christian-woman-wants-to-be-spoiled-by-a.343927
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/dbgu5z/allegedly_christian_woman_wants_to_be_spoiled_by/
https://i.redd.it/t7y6tw759sp31.jpg
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Merry fucking Christmas to everyone!
1 upvotes | December 25, 2019 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://youtu.be/csf91BUrd10

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/merry-fucking-christmas-to-everyone.342798
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/efj1kk/merry_fucking_christmas_to_everyone/
https://youtu.be/csf91BUrd10
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Chris Rock nails it on women and their complaining (my own
experience with this in comments).
2 upvotes | February 9, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vy-GYGuFTh0

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/chris-rock-nails-it-on-women-and-their-complaining.342039
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/f1b6wi/chris_rock_nails_it_on_women_and_their/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vy-GYGuFTh0
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Re-posting a classic, just to piss off the sluts at BWA.
2 upvotes | May 3, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/re-posting-a-classic-just-to-piss-off-the-sluts-at.659128
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/gctj3j/reposting_a_classic_just_to_piss_off_the_sluts_at/
https://i.redd.it/j7n6y31gukw41.png
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Marine catches his girlfriend messaging guys on Tinder,
including a coworker who lives down the hall. This Devildog
certainly ISN'T "Unsuccessfully Coping With The Natural
Beauty of Infidelity" when he kicks her out of his life and
publicly shames her.
4139 upvotes | May 10, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://v.redd.it/ay3mbcva1zx41

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/marine-catches-his-girlfriend-messaging-guys-on.662665
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/gh5il8/marine_catches_his_girlfriend_messaging_guys_on/
https://v.redd.it/ay3mbcva1zx41
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The weekend has already been declared started. This comic
nails the spirit of WAATGM.
852 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/the-weekend-has-already-been-declared-started-this.713460
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/hssdkl/the_weekend_has_already_been_declared_started/
https://i.redd.it/o0y2tp8jtdb51.png
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Independent single mom? AT AGE 18?! Doubt. "Who Will
Save The Sane?"
159 upvotes | August 29, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/independent-single-mom-at-age-18-doubt-who-will.211770
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/iiy7he/independent_single_mom_at_age_18_doubt_who_will/
https://i.redd.it/nugqjvmbpzj51.jpg
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(Forum.red xpost, weekend humor) why do so many women
take antidepressants?
150 upvotes | September 4, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/250190/why_do_so_many_women_take_antidepr
essants

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/forumred-xpost-weekend-humor-why-do-so-many-women.211436
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/impr0u/forumred_xpost_weekend_humor_why_do_so_many_women/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/250190/why_do_so_many_women_take_antidepressants
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/250190/why_do_so_many_women_take_antidepressants
https://theredarchive.com/
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"WhAtEvEr HaPpEnEd To CoUrTsHiP?!"..."check out my
OnlyFans!" (See mod sticky, and remember rule 4)
180 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/whatever-happened-to-courtshipcheck-out-my.213750
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/iss3o6/whatever_happened_to_courtshipcheck_out_my/
https://i.imgur.com/kIxGulW.png
https://theredarchive.com/
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Let's get the weekend started with a meme that spoofs our
recent brigaders...
909 upvotes | September 25, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/lets-get-the-weekend-started-with-a-meme-that.1194853
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/izfz96/lets_get_the_weekend_started_with_a_meme_that/
https://i.redd.it/gcy5yyfn99p51.png
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How our bloopie brigaders think, part 2 (weekend meme)
1241 upvotes | September 26, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/how-our-bloopie-brigaders-think-part-2-weekend.276433
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/j02gl9/how_our_bloopie_brigaders_think_part_2_weekend/
https://i.redd.it/6zdlt5tz99p51.jpg
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Weekend humor x-post from alternative forum; I've never used
Tinder myself, but this is also what OLD was like back in
2002-2004.
85 upvotes | October 4, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251596/i_never_used_tinder_but_this_was_my_e
xperience_with_old_circ

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/weekend-humor-x-post-from-alternative-forum-ive.304458
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/j53ly7/weekend_humor_xpost_from_alternative_forum_ive/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251596/i_never_used_tinder_but_this_was_my_experience_with_old_circ
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251596/i_never_used_tinder_but_this_was_my_experience_with_old_circ
https://theredarchive.com/
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(New forum x-post): Mega-disaster pregnant single mom. Don't
ask about her "baby father" b/c "he was killed". Wait, what?
By her? By police? In a drug deal gone awry? What kind of
nefarious person was he? Oh, wait, don't ask. At least w/ so
many kids, she won't be saying "Everyone I Love Is Dead".
56 upvotes | October 9, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251607/mega_disaster_of_a_pregnant_single_mo
m_don_t_ask_about_her_b

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/new-forum-x-post-mega-disaster-pregnant-single-mom.309936
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/j7vxpz/new_forum_xpost_megadisaster_pregnant_single_mom/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251607/mega_disaster_of_a_pregnant_single_mom_don_t_ask_about_her_b
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251607/mega_disaster_of_a_pregnant_single_mom_don_t_ask_about_her_b
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Let's start the weekend with another x-post from forums.red
102 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251625/typical_current_year_feminists

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/lets-start-the-weekend-with-another-x-post-from.322480
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/jgjs03/lets_start_the_weekend_with_another_xpost_from/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251625/typical_current_year_feminists
https://theredarchive.com/
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A 37-year-old single mom wants more kids. Most relationshits
in this modren world are a "Prelude To Agony", but getting
with single moms are especially so. (X-post from forums.red)
114 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251712/a_37_year_old_single_mom_wants_more
_kids_most_relationshits

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/a-37-year-old-single-mom-wants-more-kids-most.744628
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/laczog/a_37yearold_single_mom_wants_more_kids_most/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251712/a_37_year_old_single_mom_wants_more_kids_most_relationshits
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251712/a_37_year_old_single_mom_wants_more_kids_most_relationshits
https://theredarchive.com/
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After her divorce, Carol climbs back upon the cock carousel in
an attempt to capture commitment comparable to what she'd
discarded. No, sweaty, of course you're not the problem! You
go, gurrrl! (forums.red crosspost)
92 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251717/after_her_divorce_carol_climbs_back_up
on_the_cock_carousel_i

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/after-her-divorce-carol-climbs-back-upon-the-cock.740544
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/lbqbq7/after_her_divorce_carol_climbs_back_upon_the_cock/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251717/after_her_divorce_carol_climbs_back_upon_the_cock_carousel_i
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251717/after_her_divorce_carol_climbs_back_upon_the_cock_carousel_i
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42 year old career woman wants marriage and kids,
"someday". Will you Man Up™? Or will you tell her it's
#TooLate for that, and she's stuck with "Some Stupid
Tomorrow" with all her pets? (forums.red crosspost)
105 upvotes | February 7, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251725/42_year_old_career_woman_wants_marri
age_and_kids_someday_wil

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/42-year-old-career-woman-wants-marriage-and-kids.1192596
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/levqip/42_year_old_career_woman_wants_marriage_and_kids/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251725/42_year_old_career_woman_wants_marriage_and_kids_someday_wil
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251725/42_year_old_career_woman_wants_marriage_and_kids_someday_wil
https://theredarchive.com/
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Carol complains about Chad's behavior, but gets exposed for
choosing Chad for sex and friendzoning the NiceGuy™.
(forums.red x-post)
147 upvotes | February 16, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251737/carol_complains_about_chad_s_behavior
_but_gets_exposed_for_c

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/carol-complains-about-chads-behavior-but-gets.1192352
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/lla92x/carol_complains_about_chads_behavior_but_gets/
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251737/carol_complains_about_chad_s_behavior_but_gets_exposed_for_c
https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251737/carol_complains_about_chad_s_behavior_but_gets_exposed_for_c
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44-year-old "looking for something real" while wondering "do
guys want real?" Also wants kids "someday", though she's now
on "The Dark Side of The Womb". (forums.red crosspost)
102 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251741/44_year_old_looking_for_something_real
_while_wondering_do_gu
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Allegedly "Christian woman" wants to be spoiled by a sugar
daddy, but without having to put out. Also claims a
GRADUATE DEGREE, but I wrote better than this while in
elementary school.
351 upvotes | February 21, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
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Bloopie reddit in a nutshell (weekend content)
25 upvotes | February 26, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link
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I *doughnut* think anything could be *cruller* than this
metaphor (weekend meme)
80 upvotes | February 26, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://m.imgur.com/PKR2tYp
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Single 35f is so envious of her little sister and all her friends,
she can't even be happy for them and their relationships. Her
envy must feel like her "World Coming Down". (X-post from
forums.red)
119 upvotes | March 8, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251764/single_35f_is_so_envious_of_her_little_si
ster_and_all_her_fr
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Mod announcement: please use the report feature when
interlopers spout their garbage
425 upvotes | March 24, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

To our valued members (heh):

When bloopies, white knights, feminazis, and various other ignorant interlopers try spouting their
Feminine-Imperative-serving-bullshit here, please use the report feature so we can boot their sorry
asses out of here faster. It makes moderating much easier when the things we don't want here are
flagged. And believe it or not, we all have lives outside of reddit, so any assistance is appreciated.

To the interlopers:

Save it. There's nothing you can say that we haven't read or heard before. We're here to expose
women's Dual Mating Strategy so men know enough not to be taken advantage of, and there isn't a
goddamn thing you can do about it. Go cry into your boxed wine, and seek comfort in your cats.
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(forums.red x-post) Single mother realizes she's lonely, and that
being a single mom is "so so so hard". Maybe she should have
waited to conceive within marriage, instead of either choosing a
guy who wouldn't stick around or driving a decent man away.
76 upvotes | April 14, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251803/single_mother_realizes_she_s_lonely_and
_that_being_a_single
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She thinks she DESERVES healthy relationships (among other
things), while posting pics on Twitter of her in lingerie. Pro-tip:
if you don't take action for the things you want, you DO NOT
"DeSeRvE" those things. (forums.red x-post)
216 upvotes | April 19, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251808/she_thinks_she_deserves_healthy_relatio
nships_among_other_th
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� she feels defeated / � and mistreated / � when will she be
loved? � (forums.red x-post)
154 upvotes | April 23, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251813/she_feels_defeated_and_mistreated_when
_will_she_be_loved
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Being a single mom is "lonely AF", with no time to ride the CC.
What can a woman POSSIBLY do to avoid such a lonesome
fate?! (forums.red x-post)
336 upvotes | May 10, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251830/being_a_single_mom_is_lonely_af_with_
no_time_to_ride_the_cc
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(forums.red x-post) Older single mom gets date cancelled on
her for a televised NBA game. Ouch.
178 upvotes | June 17, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/251876/older_single_mom_gets_date_cancelled_
on_her_for_a_televised
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(META) Celebrating 80k subscribers, and announcing an
addition to rule 6
140 upvotes | June 24, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Welcome to new subscribers. Thanks to your joining us, we are now over the 80,000 point. Please do
take the time to familiarize yourselves with the rules on the sidebar.
Rules 1, 2, 3, 5, and 9 are what make this sub's character unique among other subreddits (including
among manosphere subreddits), and some have links to posts that go into greater detail. We strongly
encourage you to read those.
Rules 4, 6, 7, and 10 are for the protection and preservation of this subreddit. These rules are what
prevent our getting quarantined or banned, and so we enforce them quite strictly. With /r/TheRedPill
and /r/MGTOW both quarantined, we might well be the best hope to unplug men still stuck in the
gynocentric matrix who realize that something is wrong and are looking for answers.
For those of you who have been here awhile, I'd like to direct your attention to rule 6. We have added
a requirement to censor the faces of any children that are included in any OLD profile photos.
Just because single mommy made yet another bad decision and took a lackadaisical approach to
protecting her kids from sickos, doesn't mean we're going to compound her negligence of her kids'
safety.
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Dual-Mating Strategy modified: should she be with her alpha
fucks or her beta bucks? Why not string them BOTH along?
132 upvotes | July 2, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://archive.is/BZFsl
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Yes, "sparks" (aka tingles) are what you build a good
relationship on. That's why you're still with the last guy with
whom you had sparks, right? (Alternate forum x-post)
295 upvotes | July 7, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/267762/yes_sparks_aka_tingles_are_what_you_b
uild_a_good_relationshi
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Single mom w/ 2 baby daddies seeks replacement father figure.
OF COURSE they were "abusive". � "if I don't get a guy
interested in me through sex all the other stuff chases them
away"; bad news: even WITH the sex, your baggage will chase
away any man w/ options and/or self-respect. Alt forum x-post
246 upvotes | July 8, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/267785/single_mom_with_2_baby_daddies_seeks
_replacement_father_figu
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Inspin single mom is eaten alive with loneliness and sadness
239 upvotes | July 14, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Inspin single mom is eaten alive with loneliness and sadness
28 points•16 comments•submitted 6 hours ago by Typo-MAGAshivMod - asshole to r/inspin_tears
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(Forums.red x-post) Leftover woman surprised to find that
traits that increase men's attractiveness to women DO NOT
also work in the other direction. But... but... but... muh blank
slate equalism!
309 upvotes | July 15, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/267848/leftover_woman_surprised_to_find_that_t
raits_that_increase_m
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"Oh, you're everything I know I'm supposed to want in a man?
Into the Friendzone you go!" (forums.red x-post)
102 upvotes | July 20, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/267894/oh_you_re_everything_i_know_i_m_supp
osed_to_want_in_a_man_i
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(alt forum x-post) Her baby daddy "is not a good person"
(doubt). Maybe she should have vetted him before having his
kid, and ending up the way so many single moms do: "lonely
and craving a certain type of intimacy that can't be achieved by
casually hooking up", aka INVOLUNTARY
SPINSTERHOOD!
215 upvotes | July 27, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/267966/her_baby_daddy_is_not_a_good_person_
doubt_maybe_she_should_h
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A few quick thoughts on the banning of two large manosphere
subreddits
356 upvotes | August 3, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

As many of you already know, both the subreddits /r/MGTOW and /r/MGTOW2 got banned today.
For the members here who overlapped with one or both of those, my condolences on the loss of your
forum or forums. As a married guy, I rarely looked at either one, but what little I saw looked like
decent camaraderie. It's a shame that men now have fewer places to discuss what matters to them
with each other.
For the miggies who are seeking new places and landed here:

First of all, welcome.1.
be sure to familiarize yourselves with the rules on the sidebar. We're unique among2.
manosphere subreddits in many ways. We strictly enforce those rules, which is why our
discussions remain both humorous and constructive, and also why we're not quarantined or
banned. Depending on the severity of a violation (or multiple violations), rulebreakers might
get warned, temp banned, or permanently banned. read the rules, and the links contained
therein.
Check out the alternate site trp.red. There's already a MGTOW tribe there, and3.
/u/RedPillSchool has said that he'll stay hands off. That might actually be more to your liking,
since you can say whatever you want.
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It's Fuck It Friday, so let's begin the weekend with an
incredibly accurate meme in support of the MGTOW who lost
their subreddits (alternate forum x-post)
122 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/268071/it_s_fuck_it_friday_so_let_s_begin_the_
weekend_with_an_incre
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"Hookup culture is garbage" she says, WHILE participating in
hookup culture. (Crosspost from alternate forum)
169 upvotes | August 8, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/268079/hookup_culture_is_garbage_she_says_wh
ile_participating_in_h
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Starting weekend rules by bringing back a weekend classic
(alternate forum x-post)
150 upvotes | September 10, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/275146/bringing_back_a_weekend_classic
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Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs
132 upvotes | September 11, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs" from /r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

History: Apologies for those who are reading this for the third time.
Over in r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen, someone posted screen caps of a single mom's blatant daddy-
baiting Tinder profile. I made a passing reply to u/Typo-MAGAshiv about single moms. It was
mostly just for his entertainment and nothing else. That ultimately led to Typo asking for additional
details about my ex so that younger guys might learn some helpful stuff. So, I wrote up what I called
the Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs. I thought it was good enough to be informative even if it was sort
of messy.
But since that was one comment made in passing and would be easy to lose, I thought it might
deserve its own WAATGM post. So, I screen grabbed my Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs and posted
it there as its own thread.
u/moorekom saw the screen shot, recommended a clean up and tweaking of the Daddy-Baiting
Warning Signs comment and posting it here. He suggested the possibility of pinning it here so that
everyone can use it for easier reference.
So, while I'm usually reluctant to post something three times, (A) his suggestions made a lot of sense
and (B) he might be able to expand the good that my Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs can do. All in all,
it all seemed fair enough to me.
So, I have taken this opportunity to patch up a few things, reorganize the Daddy-Baiting Warning
Signs list and try to make a more sensible presentation. Hopefully, this will be the final time that the
Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs will need to be posted. :)
Purpose: Men, esp young men, need to understand the pitfalls of dating single moms. And single
moms reading this should understand that stories like mine are a big part of the reason why single
moms have such a hard time finding "good men" to be with. Man or woman, married or single, parent
or childfree, I ask each of you to take the time to consider and internalize everything I'm saying here.
My relationship with this single mom is what inspired the Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs.
Disclaimer #1: Men who are dating a single mom who seems perfect, you need to know what you're
up against. She's not "different" or "special" or a "unicorn". She's just as predatory as my ex. But
she's probably doing a better job than my ex did at hiding her true agenda. You're a big boy, you
make your own decisions. But my best, most heartfelt, sincerest advice is for you break up with your
single mom girlfriend as soon as possible. If you think that my story can't happen to you, think again.
Disclaimer #2: For some reason, some guys are tempted to comment with something like "Herp a
derp, tHiS CaN aPpLY tO ALl wimmenz". No. It can't. Daddy-baiting is a tactic of single moms for a
specific purpose. So, while childless women might employ a few similar tactics, the specific tactics
will be different and they will be done to serve a different agenda. Daddy-baiting is something single
moms do. If you generalize it to all women, congratulations, you've missed the entire point.
Preamble/Background: When I was younger and still BP'ed, I met a beautiful woman. She seemed
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super attracted to me and I thought she was sexy af. Jet black hair, super pale skin, plump lips, six
feet tall, hot hour glass figure, the whole program. I'd say she was probably 7/10 or 8/10. Obviously
tho, she was a single mom. She'd given birth to boy and girl twins about two years before we met.
This relationship was highly instructive. By the time she was through with me, I was well on my way
to TRP.
Is that enough CYA? Good, let's begin!

Daddy-Baiting Warning Signs

(1) Speed. The single mom falls for you way too fast. Srsly, what are the odds that she's already
fallen in love with you a month after meeting you? Real and genuine love takes time to grow and
mature. It's totally possible for a woman to experience the tingles instantly upon meeting someone.
But lifelong love (if such a thing even exists anymore) is not instantaneous. The reason for this is
women intuitively understand that it's harder for men to find love than it is for women to find it. The
purpose of this phase is that by signaling that she loves you, the daddy-baiter is hoping that you'll
reciprocate before you're actually ready because you're too giddy at finally feeling love (fake tho it
is).
(2) "Cute" invasion of privacy. The single mom practically stalks you. She talks to your friends and
family without you. She says that she's getting to know the people in your life and becoming closer to
you. She cruises ancient stuff from your social media to "learn more about your story". That's what
the daddy-baiter says. But that's a lie! What she's rly doing is gathering intel. She wants to learn who
you are without directly asking you. Her objective is to make herself irresistible to you. If you love
playing video games or watching the NFL or whatever, your friends/family will probably tell her so.
And surprise! You'll quickly discover that she loves that stuff too! The purpose of this phase is for
you to start thinking "She's my soulmate". But remember, she's not your "soulmate". She's
manipulating you. She probably hates that stuff, actually. But she's humoring you. For now. But don't
get comfortable, son.
(3) Compatibility. Related to the above, it seems like you have EVERYTHING in common with this
woman. In fact, if you didn't know better, you'd think you have a statistically impossible number of
things in common with her. And more and more commonalities seem to surface all the time! But
remember, it's all an illusion. She's been gathering information about you. And now she's exploiting
it. The purpose of this is for you to feel artificially closer to her. She's said she loves you, she gets
along so well with everyone in your life, you have so much in common with each other. Doesn't
ANY of this seem a little too good to be true? But remember, these lovey-dovey similarities won't
last. She's lying to you. Once the rings are exchanged, be ready to find out real quick what she
ACTUALLY thinks of the NBA or gaming or whatever your thing is. But for now, the purpose of
this phase is to create an artificial emotional bond with you.
(4) Ego. The single mom is way too complimentary to you, telling you how you're different from the
other guys, she's fallen hard for you, blah blah blah. It's manipulation. Her likely success in this is
nothing for you to be ashamed of. Everybody has some amount of vanity. Men receive so little
validation from the outside world that they're prime targets for this. Remember, you may be good.
But NOBODY is as amazing as your girlfriend describes when she talks about you to you. Keep it in
perspective. The purpose of this phase is to appeal to your vanity.
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(5) Bedroom. The sex is incredible, experimental and FREQUENT. The daddy-baiter is thirty-
something but wants it twice a day if possible. It seems like there's no sex act she can't wait to try out
with you. But it's a scam! The purpose of this phase is to create a physical bond with you through the
greatest sex you've ever had. But consider. Do you honestly expect this to continue after the wedding
day/honeymoon phase?
(6) Rushed commitment. The single mom is already talking about marriage. But how likely is it that
she already knows she wants to marry you? Best case scenario, most people need at least a year to
figure out if they even want to marry someone. Now, I'm MGTOW. So, you should all know what I
think about marriage in the first place. But for the rest of you, wouldn't it seem weird if your best guy
friend said he wanted to marry someone he'd only known for a month? But that's what the single
mom is saying to you now. And the reason for that is because she's PUTTING ON AN ACT. But she
knows she can't keep up the act forever. Hell, she knows she can't keep it going much longer. So, the
purpose of this phase is all about getting you tied down NOW.
(7) Her true agenda. The single mom says that she already thinks of you as a stepfather to her kid(s).
We come to it at last. This step is not incidental. Her timing in telling you this is cold and calculated.
She thinks you're ready to begin thinking of yourself as a resource-provider for her child(ren). This
was ALWAYS her REAL agenda. Everything else on this list is chaff. This is the wheat. The
stepfather thing is emotional blackmail on her part. It's meant to manipulate a man's instinct to
assume the role of provider and patriarch. Does this seem heartless? It shouldn't. A single mom's
children are just one more weapon in her arsenal. Her children are her pawns. But they're also her
prizes. Everything she's doing on this list is FOR THEM. Not for herself (which is what separates her
from childless female predators) and certainly not for you. A daddy-baiter does everything else on
this list for her children. She sees her children as legitimate weapons. AND SHE WILL USE THEM
AGAINST YOU. Don't ever forget that. The purpose of this phase is manipulate your male instincts
of leadership, fatherhood and patriarchy into serving her agenda.
(8) Family bonding. Literally everyone in the single mom's life instantly adores you. Isn't that
strange? You mean to tell me not ONE friend or family member doesn't instantly like you? The
daddy-baiter told you that her bestie is a chain-toting, man-hating feminist. But when you meet her
bestie, the bestie is all sunshine and ice cream cones with you. That seems kind of strange, doesn't it?
Well, it shouldn't because the daddy-baiter most probably warned all her friends and all her family
way ahead of time to be on their best behavior around you. The purpose of this phase is to make you
feel welcome and comfortable around her friends/family. But you must be realistic. The charade by
the family and friends will end after the wedding day. Or after you break up with the daddy-baiter.
Which is what you should do.
(9) No demands and no drama. The daddy-baiter seems like the most easygoing girl you've ever met.
She's super low maintenance, easy to be around, never imposes on you. But isn't that strange? She's
stuck at home all day. And yet, NOT EVEN ONCE does she need you to drop off milk or diapers or
something. Odd, yes? Well, there's a reason for this. The daddy-baiter isn't making requests from you
(yet) because she's priming you. Trust me, YOU WILL BECOME HER SLAVE after the wedding
day. Everything that she never asked for during the dating phase will be demanded in triplicate after
she has you locked up. Married or single, a mom's life is chaos with a side of anarchy. If you never
experience that from her, it's because she's consciously shielding you from it to sweeten the deal.
Trust me, once you slide that ring on her finger, you're going to find out real quick what her hell
spawn kids are truly like after you finish off the 10,000th item on your Honey-Do extortion list. The
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purpose of this phase is to lull you into a false sense of security.
(10) Baby-trap. This the worst case scenario. This is the daddy-baiter's Break Glass In Case of
Emergency nuclear option. The daddy-baiter can intuitively recognize that you enjoy all the above
stuff. But you're still not completely sold. Some instinct you have is warning you that this is all WAY
too good to be true. That's when the daddy-baiter transforms into the baby-trapper. That's when she
has an "oops" pregnancy. The excuses are basically always the same too. "It was an accident! I forgot
to take my pill! Pills aren't 100% anyway! But who cares, I love you, let's get married!" This is her
last ditch, Hail Mary effort at tying you down. And that's what my ex tried with me. She realized that
I subconsciously wasn't completely buying her act. So, she got desperate. When her attempt to baby-
trap me backfired, the mask came off, the claws came out and she went full reeeeeeeeeeeee.
Pro-tip #1: My daddy-baiter said that she was on the pill when we first met. I even watched her take
her pill on a few occasions, always at the same approximate time each day. So, I have no reason to
doubt that she was on the pill at that time. She was probably telling the truth at the time. But talk is
cheap and BS runs the marathon. If your woman says she's on the pill, ask to see it. Watch her take
her pill. If a woman who claims to be on the pill refuses to comply with any of that, that's a red flag.
For most women, there's only about a 48 hour window each month during which she can get
pregnant. Women tend to know exactly when those fucking 48 hours are too. There are very few
genuine "accidental" pregnancies.
Because to assume that so many accidental pregnancies can happen, you pretty much have to believe
that most women are too fucking stupid to understand and manage their own bodies and pill
schedules. Sort of puts a different spin on the "It's my body" argument, eh? But let's be realistic, the
great majority of women are shrewd enough to understand that openly baby-trapping a man isn't a
good look. Hence, all of her "It was an accident, tee hee hee" excuses. Don't fall for it. There are no
accidents. The daddy-baiter-turned-baby-trapper knew that she didn't have you locked down before.
But she also knows that one way or the other, her "accidental" pregnancy will fix that.
My daddy-baiter attempted this with me. We finished up one day and almost instantly she pulled her
knees up to her shoulders.
Pro-tip #2: The knees-to-the-shoulders thing is a fertility technique meant to increase a woman's
chances of conceiving. If you boff a woman and see her immediately do that, that's a red flag and
you're in deep trouble. Somewhere in our second or third or however many months, after we finished
up one afternoon, she pulled her knees up to her shoulders.
I knew all that. But I guess she assumed I wouldn't understand or recognize what she was doing. But
this proved to be her final mistake. Because it was then that I realized that I hadn't watched her take
her little pill in a quite a while. Further, I realized that she was trying to get pregnant.
So, naturally I called her out on that. And her reaction was like Palpatine in Episode 3. Instantly, the
daddy-baiter's mask slipped and I saw the creature that had always been lurking underneath.
But any RP/MGTOW/whatever men reading this should feel welcome to use this comment for
whatever purpose they see fit. Mods, feel free to add to/repost/share/pin/delete this post if you want.
Do whatever you want.
tl;dr- Fuck that, read it. The life you save could be your own.
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OnlyFans porn-whore surprised that men won't take her
seriously as relationship material
155 upvotes | December 10, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276106/onlyfans_porn_whore_surprised_that_me
n_won_t_take_her_seriou

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/onlyfans-porn-whore-surprised-that-men-wont-take.1212585
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/rdkkun/onlyfans_pornwhore_surprised_that_men_wont_take/
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The reason men don't open up to most women.
195 upvotes | December 21, 2021 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276208/the_reason_men_don_t_open_up_to_most
_women
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Starting 2022 with a refresher by tearing apart a hitpiece on
this sub
112 upvotes | January 2, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Starting 2022 with a refresher by tearing apart a hitpiece on this sub" from
/r/WhereAllTheGoodMenAre:

Happy New Years fellow closed-minded extremists and vitriolic toxic basement dwellers alike!
Today we kick off what will likely be yet another cancerous year (not trying to be pessimistic, just
following the pattern here) by having a nice refresher of the basics (well, some of them). This semi-
refresher comes to us courtesy of some incredible galaxy-brained blogger who has pulled out some
agitprop, fresh from the oven (less than a week old), on the subject of WAATGM itself.
For reference: https://archive.is/8GCCg
Now I'd like to preface this by saying two things. One, someone mentioned they'd enjoy if I analyzed
this, which is why this is here, but to be frank: I don't think this requires it. The whole insufferable
vomit pile linked above is rife with all the clichees and deflections and strawmen you've seen a
thousand times and have been highlighted and explained a thousand times more. However, I'll do this
anyhow for the sake of edutainment, as it were. Never know how many new bright and twinkly-eyed
lads are finding their way out of the Matrix, so it always is nice to plant some signposts. Two, I'd like
to grant perspective by saying that the author of this article, a male, has also written another article
explaining how important it is to take a stand against "No Simp September." Bounce around the site
looking at nothing but headlines and you immediately know exactly the sort of "man" this person is. I
don't say that as an ad hominem (arguments are forthcoming), I just want you to brace yourself for
maximum shaming-language limp-wristed spineless white knighting that is about to occur. He's an
11/10 on the ally-meter.
I would like to simply pick out the juicy bits here and there and save myself time but the truth is I
really should respond to all that requires a response in here. This may take some time (more of mine
than yours, for sure) so grab a sandwich if you're interested in continuing. Or demand that your
woman make and bring you one, you evil woman-hater, you.

Inside the Forum Obsessed With Proving That Women’s Standards Are Too High

Shaming language. I'm not going to expound on examples like the above, someone else can explain
what and why shaming language is so often used by females (and effeminate, feminist-friendly or
feminine-thinking males) for manipulation and deflection. My point is that when these pop up I will
only point them out as shaming language and then move on. This should communicate to you that the
author is attempting to vilify something by using implications and pejoratives rather than explain
objections on relatively objective grounds. As per above, "obsessed" is shaming language (and also a
pretty stupid charge; you could easily say all subs are "obsessed" with their subject matter, that's the
point of a sub; the author is a moron).

But some straight men, frustrated by their options, decide that only women do this.

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/starting-2022-with-a-refresher-by-tearing-apart-a.1093268
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Misrepresentation. No, not only women do this. Women do, however, absolutely do this at a far
greater frequency than men. This is for several reasons. One: a woman is constantly seeking to obtain
a mate who is at or above her "level." As a general rule, women do not "date down." If she perceives
a man as beneath her, she doesn't consider him. Two: social propagation of the idea in modernity that
females are amazing princesses that deserve to have their cakes and eat them too. One oft-quoted
example, so as not to lend credence to the idea that aforementioned claim is some spurious
mysogynist myth, is Sheryl Sandberg, who advocated in her book that women do just that. Three:
social media has absolutely warped women's innate sense of importance. Online, your average male
gets virtually no attention. Your average female can get orders of magnitude more by posting alluring
images of herself. This artificially inflates her ego in a system comprised of near limitless feedback,
and it does nothing to his (correction: makes him more depressed, most likely). This isn't inherently
the "fault" of anyone but the cogs in the instinct machine; however, evolution never developed our
psychology to deal with the social dynamism of the internet.
Whatever, we're not going down that road, it's been what, two sentences? And I'm already writing a
dissertation. Someone stop me.

To agents of the manosphere, however, this kind of thing is deadly serious, and there’s a
whole wing of the subculture built around the idea that it’s not a limited phenomenon but
the devastating norm.

Whether it's a "norm" is debatable. I suppose that would depend on your definition of norm. It most
certainly is, beyond a doubt, very widespread on anything social media related, and for the last reason
mentioned above, far worse now than it has ever been in history. Now if "norm" means >51% of
women genuinely think like this, there isn't any easy way to prove that one way or another. I will,
however, point out the classic OKCupid graph of all women believing that 80% of men are average
or below. Do all or most women have absolutely insane standards? Probably not, maybe, who knows.
Do all or most women have standards greater than their actual value relative to the same standards by
men of the same value? Yes.

where guys mock women for using the apps to seek out partners of decent pedigree

He's contradicting himself. Not that you needed another nail in the coffin of someone who's clearly
intellectually dishonest with his own axe to grind, but nonetheless: he literally says in the preceding
sentence that WAATGM thinks women with insane standards are "the norm," and then claims in the
next one that WAATGM is mocking women who only seek reasonable partners. Pick a lane, Miles.
You're an embarrassment.

calling them gold diggers, entitled princesses and trashy, used-up sluts

We'll skip the obvious subtext that you think we say this about all women everywhere for all
occasions and get to a better question: are you going to say that such women as described above don't
exist? Because if I were using your style of argumentation and rhetoric, that's what I would say about
you. Miles thinks all women everywhere are perfect angels who never seek to exploit men. Die by the
sword, as they say.

WAATGM blends a few strands of manosphere lore to construct a mythical narrative.

Yes, our narrative is mythical, but yours isn't. And you know this, how, exactly? The strength of your
belief? You view WAATGM as a cultish indoctrination center, and you think your little ideological
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bubble hasn't molded you like soft clay in exactly the same fashion? Of course, you're educated and
enlightened, Miles, and we're the close minded rubes whose viewpoints you need to misrepresent in
order to strengthen your claims.

This, according to the subreddit, is when those women will turn to apps like Tinder and ask,
“Where are all the good men?” The forum is obsessed with this turn in the narrative — a
promised comeuppance and humiliation for anyone who rejected them in the past.

Shaming language. Moving past that, no, there is no "promised" comeuppance. The sub exists for the
merriment of those who enjoy seeing said comeuppance happen to those it does. He's putting the cart
before the horse here. There are consequences for all actions; some will escape those consequences
and many will not. WAATGM exists to post the results of those who have been in denial of the
consequences of their actions a long time coming. If you repeatedly reject everyone "beneath" you
and keep choosing very poor relationship material, things generally are not going to work out for you
in the long run, and WAATGM documents that. Never mind that plenty of our own members have
personally experienced women in their lives, who previously rejected them, circling back around
after a decade or two.

Outside this spiteful community, most of us understand that men without washboard abs
and six-figure salaries get along fine in the dating pool

Shaming language and also another strawman. For an average man, "getting along fine" means a
fraction of the number of relationships/encounters that an average woman will have. It is likely that
this has been the case for most of human history, but it's especially true now with a very wide gap in
disparity. How would you know whether men are "getting along fine," Miles?

otherwise there would be far fewer couples.

That's your metric? Guess what, Miles? There ARE fewer couples! Where have you been? Were you
not around a year ago when the spree of articles got confetti'd by media outlets about the "lack of
marriageable men"? Marriage rates declining, fertility dropping, men withdrawing from relationships
(or in some cases, society) altogether when they're unable to find someone? Or are you going to
doubt your fellow leftists? Here:
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/where-have-all-the-marria_b_6077814
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2014/09/24/record-share-of-americans-have-never-marrie
d/
https://pairedlife.com/dating/Why-Women-are-Frustrated-and-Confused-about-Men-and-Dating
Undoubtedly there's some dungheap in Salon or Vox somewhere on the same subject but I'm not
scraping through those to find more of the same, you get the idea. And hey, remember when Henry
Cavill, a solid 10/10 gentlemanly Chad, said he was leery of even flirting with anyone and that
bothered a whole lot of women?
https://bestlifeonline.com/henry-cavill-dating-controversy/
Guess why that triggered so many ladies. It's because he's a prime example of the man they want, and
even such a man was "nope"ing his way out of things. Yes, Miles, there are fewer couples, and fewer
kids being born, and fewer risks being taken to flirt with new prospects, and a whole list of other
things that indicate dating as a whole is circling the drain compared to the good ol' days. And to
really drive the point home, this guy has a hilarious video with further sources:

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/where-have-all-the-marria_b_6077814
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2014/09/24/record-share-of-americans-have-never-married/
https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2014/09/24/record-share-of-americans-have-never-married/
https://pairedlife.com/dating/Why-Women-are-Frustrated-and-Confused-about-Men-and-Dating
https://bestlifeonline.com/henry-cavill-dating-controversy/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKH-YLAvXBc
Please do note that said video, with over 400k views, is chock full of all the sort of "dangerous" evil
nonsense you purport WAATGM to be full of, some of them with 1-2 thousand likes. This isn't some
"mythical narrative," Miles, and it's not very allyship-ish of you to doubt your fellow progressives'
articles.

What makes WAATGM so damaging is that it takes a handful of profiles as evidence of
intrinsic female greed, promiscuity, narcissism and haughtiness.

Shaming language again. Also, a handful? When's the last time you booted up one of the apps, Miles?
Credibility is already flaky here, but yes, such things are indeed evidence of "intrinsic" female
qualities. They're certainly not extrinsic, and if the semantics of your words aren't matching your
syntax, then perhaps attempting to write professionally isn't a worthy aspiration for you.

Meanwhile, these guys attack real women for much less, like the temerity to use Bumble
while raising a family or having the wrong sort of body.

Strawman again. That alone is not enough; she must be as described and have unreasonable
expectations/desires relative to what she brings to the relationship. One does not wind up on
WAATGM through a single criterion, but let's not pretend this guy cares about honesty.

but her mere existence and desire for affection isn’t a sign that all women are consistently
aiming out of their league

No, it isn't. It's strange that this dude will get fairly close to an accurate description of things in a few
spots, and in other spots he's got nothing but one misrepresentation after another. Guess it's hard to
sell lies without nuggets of truth.

presents a clear pipeline from general dissatisfaction with dating apps to misogynist
extremism.

Shaming language. Someone start keeping a tally, I'm getting tired.
Also, no, it's not dissatisfaction from dating apps, you imbecile, it's dissatisfaction that society lies to
men constantly about what women want and what men should do in order to court them and be great,
desirable partners. Men follow this terrible advice, get terrible or no results, and then get frustrated.
Dissatisfaction stems from the enormous gulf between what women say they want and what they
actually respond to.

but soon you’re exposed to vicious commentary that lays all the blame for this on women,
as if men have no unreasonable standards or flaws of their own.

This is so flat-out moronic I don't even need to explain why. Actually, I think the sub's own sidebar
does it for me somewhere, but hey, he's a blogger, not a journalist. Haha, just kidding, New Year's
joke! Those are the same thing.

The page even smuggles in a racist trope here and there

It has nothing to do with "racism." If you date a woman who has a child, and that child's skin color
isn't remotely close to yours, everyone will know it isn't your child. For many men, that's further
baggage and silent judgment they simply won't wish to deal with, and it does nothing but further
highlight how such a man is coming in "second place." A man will be even more unwilling to enter a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKH-YLAvXBc
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relationship with a woman when he can't even pass off the kid as his own to strangers, which makes
demands or requests for bailouts by such mothers even more anathema. Everyone will know the child
isn't his. Miles is correct about one thing: the pressure to provide for a child that isn't his absolutely
does exist for any single mother looking for commitment. That should be obvious.

None of this contempt and ridicule can mask the misery of the 87,000 men who subscribe to
WAATGM.

Shaming language. Put it on the board, Johnny. (yawn)

They tell themselves they’re reveling in the joy of seeing women brought low, but they are
the ones desperately scouring the web for anyone whose circumstances will make them feel
superior — and that’s about as low as you can get.

Hahaha, what a quote. No sir, I certainly couldn't use this little gem in any sort of applicable use
against the exact kind of people like Miles, could I? Nope, I've whipped out my metal detector and it
has picked up absolutely no trace of irony whatsoever. You're in the clear, buddy! No hypocrisy or
projection here, I assure you. (as an aside, you really don't need to "scour" -- as we established, dating
apps are rife with these examples)

What can you hope to gain by sharing yet another tweet from a “thot” who says she prefers
guys over six feet tall?

You gain understanding. When you begin to stack up so many examples of the same thing that
separate what women say and what women do, it explains why so many men have failed in getting
what they want out of relationships, and hopefully, allows men to fix that by making a choice:
becoming attractive to women, or opting out altogether. The conventional wisdom of how to
approach relationships was misguided in decades prior, but now with mainstream information and the
Overton window dictated by the feminine imperative and its zombies like Miles, it's woefully,
atrociously inaccurate. You begin to search for real answers about what women actually want and
respond to, and begin to understand what needs to happen in order to actually become desirable and
get what they desire, themselves. For some men, this is achievable, and they set about doing it. For
others, it's achievable and simply not worth the effort relative to the benefits. For some, it isn't
achievable, and after some time coming to terms with the anger of society having lied to them their
entire lives, they accept it and decide to simply not date or marry, going with either prostitutes, sex
dolls, or nothing at all.
Here's the bottom line: there is reality, and then there is your perception of it. The farther away your
perception of reality gets from what reality actually IS, the worse things are going to be for you,
unless someone or something insulates you from the consequences of your incorrect perception.
WAATGM does two things simultaneously: takes the piss out of women whose perceptions have
been out of whack for so long that reality catching up is wildly amusing, and exposing reality to men
whose perceptions have been distorted by society so that they can make corrections.
This applies in all areas of life: dealing with wildlife, social policy, international relations, physics,
etc. People go to places like WAATGM and MGTOW because their perceptions of reality aren't
matching reality and they get frustrated with being unable to understand why that is. People like
Miles take another tack and desperately wish more and more severely as time goes on that reality is
the way they believe it to be, withdrawing and retreating into sympathetic echo chambers that assure
them that things are indeed this way. Miles has his own "mythical narrative" in his head about what
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people like us are like, what we think and believe, why we are this way, stuck in our bubble; he
doesn't have the self awareness or wherewithal to understand that he is exactly the same as what he
thinks we all are. Perhaps one day, his reality will catch up to his perception.

Posted by shrinkshooter | 2 January 2022 | Link
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36-year-old single mom and self-labeled "MILF" seeks her
"forever cock" and "a connection stronger than just fucking".
Odd, that she was apparently ok with "just fucking" until she
reached her mid-30s...
186 upvotes | January 17, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276450/36_year_old_single_mom_and_self_label
ed_milf_seeks_her_forev

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/36-year-old-single-mom-and-self-labeled-milf-seeks.1097005
https://old.reddit.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/comments/s6hbz4/36yearold_single_mom_and_selflabeled_milf_seeks/
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Woman who fits "leftovers" and "damaged goods" flairs asks
the Big Question in a very brief post that reveals she wasted her
best years with a bad boy she chose.
201 upvotes | January 18, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276453/woman_who_fits_leftovers_and_damaged
_goods_flairs_asks_the_b
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The town bicycle complains about being viewed only as the
town bicycle, rather than as relationship-worthy. Yes, sweaty,
your body, your choice, and also YOUR CONSEQUENCES.
249 upvotes | January 20, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276473/the_town_bicycle_complains_about_bein
g_viewed_only_as_the_to
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"There are only two types of men, but of course I chose the one
wahmyns complain about! Tee-hee!" (forums.red x-post)
194 upvotes | February 27, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/276913/there_are_only_two_types_of_men_but_o
f_course_i_chose_the_o
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"Changes that women insisted on have made dating suck;
women most effected." Oh, how my heart bleeds for them.
291 upvotes | March 1, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/292307/changes_that_women_insisted_on_have_
made_dating_suck_women

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/changes-that-women-insisted-on-have-made-dating.1210675
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Coping as an inspin, step 1: buy a dog. Step 2...
54 upvotes | March 4, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/296882/coping_as_an_inspin_step_1_buy_a_dog_
step_2

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/coping-as-an-inspin-step-1-buy-a-dog-step-2.1210614
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This weekend meme shows what anything beyond casual with a
single mom is like, and is a great example of HOW GIRLS
WORK.
103 upvotes | March 18, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/297019/this_weekend_meme_shows_what_anythi
ng_beyond_casual_with_a_s
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Strong, independent woman thinks she's attractive, but
wonders why no one but "creeps" take her seriously. Let's
solve this groovy mystery, gang!
94 upvotes | March 20, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/297055/strong_independent_woman_thinks_she_s
_attractive_but_wonders

https://theredarchive.com/r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen/strong-independent-woman-thinks-shes-attractive.1108404
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"Now that my twenties are almost over, I'm at that stage in life
when I should be serious about relationships, but men only
want me for casual sex!" Where can she have possibly gone
wrong?!
241 upvotes | March 22, 2022 | /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.forums.red/p/whereareallthegoodmen/297086/now_that_my_twenties_are_almost_over_
i_m_at_that_stage_in_l
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Weekend humor: when you're an inspin whose only family is a
"fur-baby", but that deal on family portraits was too good to
pass up.
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When her facial expressions reveal that she settled for you...
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(weekend content) "I'm not here for a hookup, but I'll pose
seductively in lingerie! LOOK AT MY ASS!" ...and so many
women wonder why what they say isn't taken seriously.
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Trollop who tried chasing Chads (men with many options) is
surprised when she's treated as just another option.
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